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24V reversible electromechanical operator for swing gates for pedestrian and vehicular access, for use in homes and apartment buildings. Its small 
size means it can be installed on small pillars and columns (minimum width required Bern). The slide arm option means constraints such as walls and 
obstacles close to the operator can be overcome. The limit switch function is regulated by the absolute encoder. The safety of the operator is 
guaranteed thanks to the D-track system which precisely determines the position and force with which the gate moves, using the friction inside the 
operator and the new articulated and slide arms with anti-shear design. 

d-track

® 
Easy Assembly 

Relevant features 

U-Link platform: Using the Thalia control unit, the ES BT A operator is compatible with the U-Link communication protocol,
the exclusive Bft connectivity platform. 

D-Track dynamic path tracking: smart torque management system that constantly updates the gate torque level, improving
the safety of the maneuver regardless of weather conditions, temperature or the degree of wear of the system. 

Absolute Encoder: absolute encoder means that the ES BT A recognises the position of the gate at any time, managing the 
slow down phase during opening and closing with absolute precision. 

Ease of installation: the fixing bracket on the column or pillar provides simpler installation. The Thalia control unit has 
standardised colour terminal blocks which simplifies the identification of the outputs / inputs. The removable terminal 
blocks facilitate the wiring process. Extremely easy to set the closing and opening limit switches. 
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Relevant features 

Speed: The E5 BT A12 takes only 4.5 to 6.5 seconds (90 • manoeuver including slowdown) to open, based on the weight and 
dimensions of the leaf. 

Push&Go: When activated, the Push & Go function allows the gate to open completely when manually pushed. 

Multi-resident or commercial sites: The E5 BT A12 is ideal for apartment block installations or public buildings, with features 
such as remote opening from inside the building and the ability to set the gate to close automatically after opening, 
preventing it being left open. 
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Code 

P930027 
00003 

P930027 
00001 

R930153 
00003 

R930153 
00001 

Control unit 

2601403 

2601404 

2611897 

2611896 

Board power supply 

Motor voltage 
Max. weight of 
door/gate wing 

Power consumption 
Max. width of 
door/gate wing 

Cycle time 

Type of limit switch 

Release 

Impact reaction 

Frequency of use 

Frequency of use 
Degree of protection 
{IP) 

Environmental 
conditions 

Name 

E5 BT A12 

E5 BT A18 

E5 SMART BT KIT A12 

E5 SMART BT KIT A18 

E5 BT A12 

THALIA BT ABO, THALIA 

230 V 

24V 

BO kg 

l□DW

1,2 m 

6,5 s 

Absolute encoder 

Reversible 

□-Track

very intensive 

100 Cicli/ora 

IP44 

-20 + 55 °C

Empowered by 

U-LINK

Description 

Reversible compact pedestrian electromechanical operator of small 
size that can be installed on pillars or columns only 80mm wide 
Application for pedestrian gates up to 12m wide and up to 80kg in 
weight Closes in 5.5s (ideal installation conditions) Operator with 
primary lever, to which the articulated arm or the short slide lever 
are added (accessories) Absolute encoder limit switch 

Reversible compact vehicular electromechanical operator of small 
size that can be installed on pillars or columns only 80mm wide 
Application for vehicle gates up to lBm wide and up to 100kg in 
weight Operator with primary lever, to which the articulated arm or 
the long slide lever are added (accessories) Absolute encoder limit 
switch 

(§) 

(§) 

24 V full kit for swing gates weighing up to BO kg and up to 12 m long. Limit 
switch control via absolute encoder. Speed of 
operation between 4.5 and 6.5 seconds (including slowdown). Operator 
supplied with short slide lever, 

24 V full kit for vehicle gates up to 100 kg in weight and 1,8 m wide, Limit 
switch control via absolute encoder. 14 second opening time (including 
slowdown) to 90°. The kit includes 2 operators with an articulated arm 

E5 BT AlB 

THALIA BT ABO, THALIA 

230 V 

24V 

100 kg 

l□DW

l,B m 

14 s 

Absolute encoder 

Reversible 

□-Track

Semi intensive 

20 Cicli/ora 

IP44 

-20 + 55 'C 
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),::;·) � tp D113745 00002 - ti 2600477 
·-::S-· W THALIA 

Control panel with display for one or two 24V electromechanical 
operators for swing gates 

tp N734921 - ti 2601405 
LBA 

Lever for articulated arm. E5 BT A12, E5 BT A1B 

tp N735058 - ti 2601407 
LSlB 

Long slide lever for E5 BT A18 

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES 

i 

tp D114093 00003 - ti 2607539 
RADIUS LED BT A Rl 

Flashing light with incorporated antenna for motors with 24 V 
power supply. 
tp D114094 00003 - ti 2607541 
RADIUS LED BT A RD 

Flashing light without incorporated antenna for motors with 24 V 
power supply. 
tp P125020 - ti 2600844 
BBT BAT 

Set of backup batteries for THALIA THALIA P, ZARA and PHEBE 
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tp D113747 00002 - ti 2600583 
•••···••• THALIA P 

Control panel for one or two 24V electromechanical and 
hydraulic operators for swing gates with electric lock 
management, for highly complex systems 
tp N735057 - ti 2601406 
LS12 

Short pedestrian slide lever for E5 BT A 12 

tp D114168 00003 - ti 2607544 
RADIUS LED BT A Rl W 

Flashing light with incorporated antenna for motors with 24 V 
power supply. White flashing light. 
tp P111782 - ti 2601411 
COMPACTA A2□-1B□ 

Pair of photocells adjustable 180° horizontally. 20 metre range. 
12-33 VAC/15-35 VDC power supply.

• tp P123032 00003 - ti 2613518
EBP BT A 24V 

24V vertical electric lock. 
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: ................ . SECURITY 

A NEW AND EVEN 

MORE SECURE 

RADIO PROTOCOL 

� ............. > 

� ............. > 

Secure 
By transmitting 

data protected by a 

cryptographic key 

Easy 
Pairing a remote 

control with a receiver 

can be done easily 

by scanning the QR 

code and using the 

dedicated app 

............... > Universal 
The radio protocol 

is also compatible 

with the previous 

generation of 

receivers 

U-Security is the new technology from BFT which

incorporates encrypted rolling code thanks to the

encryption key which masks the remote control code,

meaning that it is impossible to clone a BFT remote

control using another brand's model.

The functions of the Er Ready system are incorporated 

and a new procedure is also available for programming 

remote controls by scanning a QR CODE and using 

a special app. All products featuring this technology are 

REPLAY, so they can transmit the code to another BFT 

remote control using a combination of keys. 
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